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ABSTRACT

The Cobra-Tac (Teledyne RD Instruments) is a self-contained diver navigation system based on acoustic

Doppler velocity log (DVL) technology that uses dead reckoning to compute displacements from a known

starting point. The navigational accuracy of the system was evaluated using a series of field tests with known

solutions. Initial test data had an obvious directional bias in the navigation measurements, with positional

errors as large as 5% of the track length. An analysis of this error showed that the DVL speed measurements

were extremely accurate and that most of the position error could be explained by heading-dependent

compass error. Compass error versus heading curves were different depending on whether a given route was

mapped in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction, and further testing indicated that this was due to a

combination of local magnetic field anomalies at the test site and instrument tilt. A postprocessing correction

procedure, based on a one-cycle compass error model, was derived that significantly improves Cobra-Tac

position estimates. After correction, position errors were well within manufacturer specifications. Further

tests using new firmware that permitted in situ underwater compass calibration gave position errors of less

than 1% of the track length. This level of accuracy should be sufficient for a wide range of scientific appli-

cations. Collectively, the test results and analyses indicate that Cobra-Tac can give very accurate navigation

results, but the accuracy depends strongly on compass calibration and diver skill with the system.

1. Introduction

For many underwater scientific studies, scuba diving

is used to directly observe and quantify marine systems

or to deploy and recover instrumentation. Accurate un-

derwater navigation can be the limiting step, particularly

in low-visibility environments or in areas without obvious

underwater landmarks. Even under optimal diving con-

ditions, accurate and repeatable underwater diver nav-

igation may be required. Traditionally, divers have used

simple methods for navigation, such as hand-held com-

passes, to determine direction and counting kick cycles

to estimate distances (Joiner 2001). Benthic mapping has

typically been done with manual transect tapes combined

with underwater notes (Merifield and Rosencrantz 1966;

Joiner 2001). For many tasks traditional methods are

sufficient, but for more complex work such as bathymetric

mapping, benthic biota surveys, and the positioning of

sensor arrays they can be prohibitively time consuming

or inaccurate.

More recently, diver navigation systems have been

developed that determine diver locations using trian-

gulation from an array of acoustic transponders (e.g.,

Newborough and Woodward 1999). However, there may

be situations where deploying and surveying in transpon-

ders is impractical or undesirable. Moreover, navigation

using acoustic transponders requires that divers work

within the line of sight of the sound sources and there can

be multipath errors in position calculations. Ideally, a

diver navigation system would be self-contained and not

require transponders. The first commercially available

autonomous diver navigation system is the Cobra-Tac

(Teledyne RD Instruments 2007). The system is based on
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Doppler velocity log (DVL) technology in which dead

reckoning is used to compute displacements from a known

starting point using bottom tracking, similar to that used

in a shipboard acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP)

or autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV).

The Cobra-Tac was originally developed for military

applications, but it could be useful for scientific pur-

poses. To our knowledge, there are no published studies

using a Cobra-Tac, so the immediate questions are, 1)

how accurate is the instrument’s navigation and 2) could

it be used for science? Previous work with shipboard

ADCPs suggests that, although speed estimates from the

bottom track are accurate, headings from the internal

fluxgate compass can contain significant errors (Joyce

1989; Trump and Marmorino 1997; Fong and Monismith

2004). Moreover, the compass heading errors are typically

directionally dependent. Work with shipboard ADCPs

has shown that heading errors can be corrected using an

external navigation source such as a gyrocompass (Joyce

1989) or differential GPS (Griffiths 1994; Munchow et al.

1995). AUV compass errors can be similarly corrected in

real time using transponder baseline fixes to supplement

the bottom-track navigation (Moline et al. 2005). Because

the Cobra-Tac diver navigation system is completely self-

contained, none of these supplemental navigation cor-

rections are available.

In this paper, we summarize the results of a set of field

tests in which the Cobra-Tac was used to map out known

paths. The tests show that navigation error results pri-

marily from heading-dependent error in the Cobra-Tac

internal compass. An analysis of this error is presented

and a postprocessing correction method is proposed that

significantly improves Cobra-Tac positional records. Fi-

nally, errors before and after the correction are compared

with accuracies specified by the manufacturer.

2. Methods

a. Description of Cobra-Tac

Cobra-Tac (Teledyne RD Instruments, Poway,

California) is a self-contained diver navigation console

consisting of a DVL, battery pack, and real-time liquid

crystal display (LCD) of position and navigation infor-

mation (see Fig. 1). Firmware version 30.10 was used for

the majority of the tests. The DVL operates at 1.2 MHz

with four orthogonal beams set at a 308 angle from ver-

tical. The beams are numbered in clockwise (CW) order:

3, 2, 4, and 1. The angle between the front of the instrument

(intended swim direction) and the beam 3 transducer is

18.48 (also known as the beam 3 misalignment).

The Cobra-Tac records time, depth, altitude above

bottom, temperature, bottom-track speed and direction,

heading, pitch, and roll. In its present form, the Cobra-

Tac does not measure water velocities. The nominal ping

rate is 5.5 Hz; however, the instrument pings as fast as it

can emit and process, and this can be slightly faster or

slower than the nominal rate depending on the distance

to the bottom. All parameters are recorded at the ping

rate. The bottom track works between 0.5 and 30 m above

bottom, compatible with typical scuba diving profiles. If

the bottom track is lost, Cobra-Tac continues to compute

positions for up to 5 s, based on dead reckoning from the

last good speed and direction. After this time, zero ve-

locity (i.e., stationary diver) is assumed until the next

good ping is obtained.

Direction is determined using an internal fluxgate com-

pass that the manufacturer specifies as having 28 accuracy,

0.018 resolution, and 0.58 root-mean-square (rms) noise

(Teledyne RD Instruments 2007). The tilt sensor is filled

with liquid electrolyte and four electrodes sense fluid

movement along two perpendicular axes as the sensor

FIG. 1. (a) The Cobra-Tac diver navigation console and (b) a scuba diver navigating with a Cobra-Tac near a coral patch reef.
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angle changes with respect to vertical. The tilt sensor ac-

curacy is 0.58, the resolution is 0.018, and rms noise is 0.358

(Teledyne RD Instruments 2007). Immediately prior to

the field tests, the Cobra-Tac fluxgate compass was bench

calibrated (following Teledyne RD Instruments 2007) to

remove hard- and soft-iron effects to within 0.68.

b. Idealized path tests

Field tests were conducted at Conch Reef, about

10 km offshore from Key Largo, Florida (24857.09N,

80827.39W; magnetic declination 58279W). Four ideal-

ized test paths were setup on a flat sandy area and on a

rough coral reef area that had highly irregular (about

1 m high) bottom relief. In these tests, the diver swam

with the instrument 1 m above bottom. The first test

consisted of a series of reciprocal course out and back

swims along a 14-m-long ground line oriented northeast–

southwest, followed by out and back swims along a ground

line oriented perpendicular to the original path. In the

second test, repeated circle sweeps were made with an

8-m line tied between the Cobra-Tac and a 25-kg lead

weight buried at the center, thus the heading changed

continuously. The effective radius was about 7.8 m due

to the diver elevation above the seafloor. The diver made

repeated laps in both the CW and counterclockwise (CC)

directions, starting and ending at the same point in the

circle. In the third test, a box with 14-m sides was mea-

sured with transect tapes and compasses and marked with

ground lines. As in the circles test, the diver made re-

peated circuits around the box, starting and ending at

the same corner. In the final test, ‘‘random swimming’’

was done within the box described above by starting and

ending at one corner but never leaving the box interior.

Pitch and roll measurements indicated that the diver was

able to keep the instrument reasonably level during the

above tests: pitch was 23.28 6 2.58 and roll was 0.58 6 2.48

(where 6 indicates one standard deviation about the

mean).

c. Dependence of error on pitch, roll, and height
above bottom

Another series of tests were performed to look at the

effects of pitch, roll, and height above bottom on Cobra-

Tac accuracy. These tests were performed over a flat

sandy bottom in Moorea, French Polynesia (17829.09S,

149850.39W; magnetic declination 128489E). This site was

chosen because it was known to be far from any ferro-

magnetic materials. The diver swam repeatedly around

an 8-m-radius circular path as before. In the first test, the

instrument was held as level as possible at a height of 1 m

above bottom. In the second and third tests, Cobra-Tac

was intentionally tilted with a constant pitch and roll,

respectively. In the final test, the instrument was held as

level as possible at 2 m above bottom.

d. Idealized tests with in situ compass calibration

In response to the results of the initial tests, described

below, Teledyne RD Instruments provided modified

firmware (version 30.10c) that permitted in situ com-

pass calibration by the diver while underwater. It was

expected that this would provide an optimal compass

calibration. The circle test described in section 2c was

repeated 3 times at the Moorea site with the instrument

held as level as possible at 1 m above bottom. A new in

situ calibration was performed immediately prior to each

test.

3. Results and analysis

a. Idealized path results

The first test, out and back swims along a 14-m ground

line over a flat sandy bottom, indicated that Cobra-Tac

measurements of distance are accurate but that the di-

rectional error can be quite large (Fig. 2). The length of

the path determined from Cobra-Tac measurements

agreed with the length of the ground line measured using

transect tapes within 0.2 m, or 4% of the pathlength. As

the accuracy of the diver’s judgment of the beginning and

end of the lines while swimming is probably no better

than 0.2 m, the average DVL bottom-track speed was

found to be correct to within testable limits. The dis-

crepancy between the angle of out and back paths was

10.38 for the northeast and southwest swims, whereas the

discrepancy was much smaller (0.38) for the northwest

and southeast swims. The directional discrepancies were

FIG. 2. Summary of reciprocal course data: (a) six out and back

tests in approximately SE–NW directions and (b) four out and back

tests in approximately NE–SW directions. Dark gray indicates the

outbound navigation fixes and light gray indicates the return nav-

igation fixes. Black circles show 95% confidence area of the ending

point for the repeated tests. Degree values are the mean navigation

direction for the repeated tests in each direction; the reciprocal

directions would be equal if the navigation was perfect.
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highly repeatable (Fig. 2), indicating that they were not

due to random operator error. Thus, the results of the first

test suggest there may be significant uncertainty in the

direction measured by the compass.

In the second and third tests, when the diver was

swimming clockwise and counterclockwise circles and

squares, there was a general southeastward drift in the

position recorded by the Cobra-Tac (Figs. 3a,b; note the

corrected paths also shown in the figure are described in

detail below). The along-track pathlengths were correct

to within measurable limits; for example, the lengths of

the sides of the square were correct, indicating that the

average bottom-track speed of the DVL over each side

was accurate. However, the angles between adjacent

FIG. 3. Plots of original and corrected (best and general) positions for the series of test cases: circles, squares, and random swimming. In

each panel, two tracks are shown. For the circle and square cases, blue is the counterclockwise track and red is the clockwise track, whereas

the random swimming panels show two representative tracks. Dashed lines in random swimming panels denote the box the diver stayed

within during the surveys. Starting points are denoted by a square symbols and endpoints are open circles.
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sides of the squares were not 908, again suggesting the

cause of the position drift was related to an error in the

compass directional measurement. The final test, random

swimming within a square marked with ground lines,

resulted in apparent excursions outside of the box and an

overall drift in a southeastward direction (Fig. 3c).

For the tests conducted over the patch reef (rough

bottom), the Cobra-Tac lost bottom track for brief pe-

riods (ranging from 0.2 to 2 s) and recorded dead reck-

oning positions showed large jumps (data not shown).

Screening the data for anomalously large bottom-track

velocities during postprocessing and replacing them with

dead reckoning velocities from the last good fix until

bottom track was reestablished resulted in very similar

paths to those shown in Figs. 3a,b for the sandy bottom

tests. Depending on the turn rate and speed changes, the

loss of bottom track can significantly degrade navigation

results but do not explain the systematic navigation drift

described above.

b. One-cycle compass error theory

Compass error was identified as the most likely cause

of the systematic drifts in position measurements during

the initial tests. Error in compass measurements arises

from imperfect calibration or the presence of an addi-

tional magnetic field in the calibration area or at the field

site. Compass error is therefore typically a function of

heading. Because the origin of this compass error is ex-

ternal magnetic forces, the error is well represented by a

one-cycle (hard iron) model (Denne 1998)

G5 A 1 B sinu 1 C cosu, (1)

where G is the heading-dependent compass error, u is the

compass heading recorded by the instrument, A is the

constant heading offset (e.g., sum of the local magnetic

declination and beam 3 misalignment), B is the fore–aft

permanent (or hard iron) magnetic field, and C is the

starboard–port permanent magnetic field. An improved

representation of compass error is the two-cycle (hard

and soft iron) model

G 5 A 1 B sinu 1 C cosu 1 D cos2u 1 E sin2u, (2)

where the additional terms represent induced magnetism.

The coefficient D represents induced magnetism from

symmetrical soft iron and E from asymmetric soft iron

(Denne 1998).

Previous studies that have used one- and two-cycle er-

ror models to estimate and correct heading errors have

determined true headings from gyrocompass or GPS

readings (e.g., Munchow et al. 1995). In those studies, the

error in each compass measurement was computed from

the difference between compass and GPS heading mea-

surements and coefficients were determined by fitting (1)

to the measured compass errors. For diver-operated un-

derwater systems such as the Cobra-Tac, a GPS cannot

be used. As the true heading and position at any point in

time is unknown, a different procedure for estimating the

coefficients in (1) is required.

c. Estimation of one-cycle error model coefficients

In Eq. (1), A is a known constant equal to the sum of

the local magnetic declination and the beam 3 offset. As

this coefficient results in a simple solid-body rotation, it

is assumed that headings have already been corrected

by this constant value. Here, we derive an expression for

B and C, the one-cycle model coefficients, for any path

beginning and ending at the same position. The tests de-

scribed above showed that the average speed for each leg

of every path (perpendicular lines, squares, and circles)

was correct, indicating that instantaneous speed mea-

surements were not biased and that speed errors were

not directionally dependent. To estimate the one-cycle

model coefficients, we assume that instantaneous DVL

bottom-track speed measurements are correct, and that

position error is due to the compass error alone. We also

assume that the effect of pitch and roll on compass heading

error is negligible, as found by Alderson and Cunningham

(1999). The effect of pitch and roll is discussed further in

section 3e.

Let ui, ui, and ai be the bottom-track speed, reported

instrument compass heading, and angle between the

bottom-track direction and the instrument heading at

time ti, respectively; and let Dti be the time between con-

secutive DVL measurements. The uncorrected position

(x, y) at any time tm is

x(t
m

)5 x
0

1 �
m

i51
u

i
Dt

i
sin(u

i
1 a

i
),

y(t
m

)5 y
0

1 �
m

i51
u

i
Dt

i
cos(u

i
1 a

i
). (3)

Let s be the total distance between the start (x0, y0) and

the uncorrected end (xN, yN) positions and let f be the

heading from (x0, y0) to (xN, yN) (Fig. 4). From (3), it

follows that

�
N

i51
u

i
Dt

i
sin(u

i
1 a

i
)5 s sinf

�
N

i51
u

i
Dt

i
cos(u

i
1 a

i
)5 s cosf. (4)
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If gi 5 g(ui) is the heading-dependent compass error, the

true position (x9, y9) at time tm is

x9(t
m

)5 x
0

1 �
m

i51
u

i
Dt

i
sin(u

i
� g

i
1 a

i
),

y9(t
m

)5 y
0

1 �
m

i51
u

i
Dt

i
cos(u

i
� g

i
1 a

i
). (5)

Because the actual start and endpoints are the same,

x9(tN) 5 x0 and y9(tN) 5 y0, then

�
N

i51
u

i
Dt

i
sin(u

i
� g

i
1 a

i
)5 0

�
N

i51
u

i
Dt

i
cos(u

i
� g

i
1 a

i
)5 0. (6)

Using trigonometric identities to expand the angle sum-

mation and applying the small angle approximations

sing ’ g and cosg ’ 1 yields

�
N

i51
u

i
Dt

i
[sin(u

i
1 a

i
)� g

i
cos(u

i
1 a

i
)]5 0

�
N

i51
u

i
Dt
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i
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i
sin(u

i
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i
)]5 0. (7)

The first terms in (7) can be simplified by substituting into

(4), then

�
N

i51
u

i
Dt

i
g

i
cos(u

i
1 a

i
)5 s sinf

�
N

i51
u

i
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i
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i
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Expressing the compass error gi using the standard one-

cycle model

g
i
5 B sinu

i
1 C cosu

i
, (9)

where B and C are the coefficients to be determined.

Substituting (9) into (8) yields
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This set of equations can be solved simultaneously to

give expressions for B and C:
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Thus, the one-cycle model coefficients B and C can be

obtained for any path that begins and ends at the same

position with a knowledge of the DVL bottom-track

speed, uncorrected heading, time between measurements,

and the apparent offset distance and heading between

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram illustrating the geometry and symbols

used in the correction procedure. Instantaneous Cobra-Tac location

(xm, ym) is indicated by the gray shaded box. Starting location is

(x0, y0), and the final location determined from uncorrected navi-

gation is (xN, yN). The offset distance is s and offset heading is f.

The Cobra-Tac instantaneous speed is um, uncorrected heading um,

and angle between instrument heading and direction of travel am.
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start and end points. The highest-quality correction curve

will be obtained if all headings are sampled equally dur-

ing the diver path. Assuming that there will be some

variability in the diver’s path, repeated continuous cir-

cuits around a circular path (as in test 2) will yield the best

estimates of the one-cycle model coefficients.

d. Application of correction methods

The correction method derived in the previous section

was applied to the Cobra-Tac position measurements

described above. When the correction method was ap-

plied to each test case separately, using the measurements

from that test case, near-perfect correction was achieved

(Figs. 3d–f). However, the correction coefficients de-

rived for each test case were different. Additionally, the

correction curves g(u) derived for the counterclockwise

swimming paths were significantly different than those

for the clockwise swimming paths (Fig. 5).

A correction method that can be implemented before

beginning navigation or mapping is desired. To this end,

a ‘‘general’’ correction curve was computed as the mean

of the correction curves for counterclockwise and clock-

wise circular paths, and this correction was applied to

each of the test cases (Figs. 3g–i). Although the general

correction significantly improved the test paths, an obvi-

ous directional bias remained in all cases. The correction

curves appear to differ depending on whether the diver

makes more frequent left- or right-hand turns. There are

several possible explanations for this discrepancy. One

possibility is that the diver held the Cobra-Tac in a slightly

different position relative to his dive equipment (which

included a stainless steel back plate and tank bands), de-

pending on the swim direction. To determine whether this

was the case, the above tests were repeated using an en-

tirely nonferrous recreational dive rig. Very similar results

were obtained, indicating that the dive equipment used

in the original tests was not the primary cause of compass

heading error. Another possible explanation is that po-

sition error differed depending on whether the diver

swam into or with the ambient current. During the tests,

the current was 0.1 m s21 toward the northeast, yet the

drift was in a southeasterly direction. Additionally, an

analysis, shown below, indicates that for an ambient

current of this magnitude the along-track uncertainty as-

sociated with water speed relative to the DVL is small

compared with an across-track uncertainty due to com-

pass error (see section 3e). A third possibility is that

the one-cycle compass error model does not adequately

capture the heading dependence of the compass error. A

two-cycle compass correction, as defined in (2), was also

implemented and resulted in very little improvement over

the one-cycle correction. Finally, compass error may also

depend on instrument tilt, and this is examined in the

following section.

e. Analysis of uncertainties

A systematic analysis of error in Cobra-Tac position

measurements is required to compare its field perfor-

mance with the manufacturer’s specifications and to

evaluate the effectiveness of the correction procedure

developed above. Teledyne RD Instruments (2007) gives

the along-track accuracy as 0.2% of the along-track water

velocity relative to the instrument (the sum of ambient

current and the instrument velocity over bottom), plus

inherent static drift in the DVL. The maximum expected

along-track uncertainty at the end of a diver path (time tN)

can therefore be expressed as

E
TRDI,L

5 �
N�1

i51
f[0.002(U

amb
1 u

i
)Dt

i
]2

1 (u
static

Dt
i
)2g1/2

,

(13)

where ETRDI,L is the along-track uncertainty in meters,

Uamb is the ambient current speed, ui is the bottom-track

speed relative to the bottom, and Dti is the time interval

between consecutive pings. DVL static drift ustatic ap-

proaches zero as the instrument’s velocity approaches

zero (Teledyne RD Instruments 2009, personal commu-

nication), but a constant value of 0.001 m s21 was used

as an upper-bound estimate of this error source. The

ambient current during the field tests (from a nearby

acoustic Doppler profiler) was a maximum of 0.1 m s21

and the diver swimming speed averaged 0.35 m s21, thus

the two terms in Eq. (13) are comparable in size and the

along-track uncertainty is at most 0.4% of the along-track

distance. The along-track uncertainty is due solely to the

uncertainty in the DVL bottom-track velocity, whereas

the across-track uncertainty accounts for compass accu-

racy. The manufacturer-specified across-track accuracy is

FIG. 5. One-cycle compass error g as a function of heading for the

closed circle tests shown in Fig. 3.
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3.5% of the along-track distance. The expected across-

track uncertainty at the end of a diver path is therefore

E
TRDI,C

5 0.035 �
N�1

i51
u

i
Dt

i
. (14)

As the paths in each test case involved many turns and

sampled different headings, it is reasonable to expect the

across-track uncertainty, which is the larger of the two

manufacturer specifications and depends on compass ac-

curacy, to dominate. Thus, the maximum expected frac-

tional error according to the manufacturer specifications

is about 4%.

To enable comparison of measured errors with accu-

racies specified by the manufacturer, the final measure-

ment error EN is defined as the distance between the

position at the end of the track according to the Cobra-

Tac (xN, yN) and the true position at the end of the track

(x9N, y9N), which was equal to the start position (x0, y0) for

all test cases. The fractional error eN is defined as the

position error EN divided by the total pathlength, that is,

«
N

5
E
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i51
u

i
Dt

i

5
[(x

N
� x9

N
)2

1 (y
N
� y9

N
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�
N�1

i51
u

i
Dt

i

. (15)

The original (uncorrected) fractional error and frac-

tional error after general correction for each of the tests

are given in Table 1. Using the best correction, navi-

gation error was reduced to zero because of the way in

which the error was computed. For the field tests at

Conch Reef, navigation errors for all test paths were

90%–130% of the expected accuracy. Using the general

correction derived from clockwise and counterclockwise

circular tracks, the navigation error was reduced to well

within the manufacturer-specified accuracy. For the cor-

responding field test in Moorea (level instrument at 1 m

above bottom), the navigation errors were 40% of the

expected accuracy.

Navigation errors for the tests at Conch Reef were 2–

3 times larger than those for the tests in Moorea. Conch

Reef is the site of the National Oceanic and Atmo-

spheric Administration’s (NOAA) Aquarius Reef Base;

their underwater habitat was located about 30–40 m

from the Cobra-Tac test site and a set of four large steel

air flasks was 10–20 m from the test site. The larger er-

rors in the tests at Conch Reef are thought to arise be-

cause of these nearby ferromagnetic materials. Although

the amount of ferromagnetic material was unusually large

at Conch Reef, the results illustrate that large navigation

error (more than 5% of the track length) can be intro-

duced by local magnetic fields not accounted for in the

bench calibration.

The navigation error at any point along the diver’s

path is defined as the distance between the position at

time tm according to the Cobra-Tac (xm, ym) and the true

position (x9m, y9m). The true position at time tm was esti-

mated from the results of the ‘‘best correction’’ procedure

described in the previous section. Thus, the navigation

error is computed as a function of along-track distance

using

E
m

5 [(x
m
� x̂9

m
)2

1 (y
m
� ŷ9

m
)2]1/2, (16)

where (x̂9
m

, ŷ9
m

) is the best estimate of the true position at

time tm.

In an average sense, the navigation error varies lin-

early with along-track pathlength (Fig. 6). Because the

compass error is a function of heading, the navigation

error oscillates regularly around the linear average for

the uncorrected circular path (Fig. 6a) and in a stepwise

fashion for the square path (Fig. 6b). For the random path,

the navigation error varies randomly about the linear

average (Fig. 6c). For all uncorrected test cases shown,

the navigation error is somewhat greater than (lies above)

the manufacturer-specified across-track accuracy, and it

is much greater than the manufacturer-specified along-

track accuracy. When the general correction is applied,

the navigation error is well within manufacturer-specified

accuracy.

Because compass error is the main contributor to Cobra-

Tac position error, the most direct measure of accuracy

is root-mean-square compass error, as this gives a direct

indication of the quality of the compass calibration. The

rms compass error, evaluated over all headings, is

TABLE 1. Navigation error eN for CC and CW test cases before

and after correction. Errors are expressed as a percentage of total

track length. The maximum expected uncertainty based on man-

ufacturer specifications is 4%. Navigation errors larger than the

manufacturer specifications are italicized.

Original Corrected

CC CW CC CW

Conch Reef tests

Circles 3.5 5.3 1.2 1.2

Squares 3.8 4.7 0.9 0.5

Random 4.0 1.1

4.5 1.1

Moorea tests

Level, 1 m above bottom 1.5 1.5 0.3 0.3

Increased pitch 2.0 1.5 0.9 0.9

Increased roll 1.6 1.8 0.3 0.3

Increased height 1.2 1.4 0.4 0.4

In situ calibration 1.1 1.1 0.2 0.2

1.2 1.0 0.2 0.2

0.9 0.7 0.3 0.3
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E
u

5
1

2p

ð2p

0

[g(u)]2 du

� �1/2

5
1

2p

ð2p

0

(B sinu 1 C cosu)2 du

� �1/2

5
B2 1 C2

2

� �1/2

.

(17)

As seen in Fig. 5, the directional dependence of compass

error was different for clockwise and counterclockwise

paths. The rms difference between heading error for

clockwise and counterclockwise paths is given by

E
u,cc-cw

5
(B

cc
� B

cw
)2

1 (C
cc
� C

cw
)2

2

" #1/2

. (18)

Thus, Eu,cc-cw is an indicator of how good the general

correction procedure will be.

Root-mean-square compass errors were much larger

for the tests at Conch Reef than for the tests in Moorea,

most likely due to the presence of ferromagnetic material

at Conch Reef (Table 2). Although rms compass er-

ror was not significantly affected by instrument tilt, the

difference between the compass errors for CC and CW

paths was larger when the instrument was deliberately

tilted in the direction of motion (pitch). As the general

correction uses an average of the correction curves for

clockwise and counterclockwise paths, it performs poorly

if the instrument is not held level, particularly along the

axis of motion (Table 1). Instrument height above bottom

had little effect, as tests repeated at 2 m above bottom

had similar error as those at 1 m above bottom (Table 1).

Tests that used the new firmware version with in situ

compass underwater calibration had smaller rms compass

error (less than 18) than those with the standard bench

compass calibration (Table 2). This translated into sig-

nificantly reduced navigation errors (Table 1). With the

in situ compass calibration, uncorrected navigation errors

FIG. 6. Cobra-Tac position error vs along-track distance for the three counterclockwise test tracks. Panels show

comparisons between measurement errors and along- and across-track accuracy specifications from Teledyne RD

Instruments.

TABLE 2. Pitch, roll, and rms heading-dependent compass error

Eu for CC and CW test cases and for the difference between CC

and CW compass errors. All quantities are in degrees. Pitch and

roll are reported as the mean 61 standard deviation.

Pitch Roll

Eu

Eu,cc2cwCC CW

Conch Reef tests

Circles 24.1 6 2.6 20.3 6 2.0 2.8 4.3 1.9

Squares 22.2 6 2.5 2.0 6 1.7 3.1 3.8 0.8

Random 22.8 6 2.2 0.4 6 2.6 4.0 N/A

21.2 6 2.1 0.5 6 2.7 4.0 N/A

Moorea tests

Level, 1 m. a. b. 24.1 6 2.6 0.8 6 2.3 1.2 1.2 0.5

Increased pitch 215.5 6 2.4 0.4 6 2.4 1.6 1.2 1.4

Increased roll 26.5 6 2.6 13.4 6 2.5 1.3 1.4 0.5

Increased height 23.5 6 2.8 20.9 6 2.7 1.0 1.1 0.6

In situ calibration 23.0 6 2.6 20.5 6 2.5 0.9 0.9 0.3

22.8 6 2.5 20.7 6 2.7 0.9 0.8 0.4

23.5 6 2.3 21.0 6 2.4 0.8 0.6 0.4
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were close to 1% of the track length, and after the general

correction was applied navigation errors were 0.2–0.3%

of the track length, a factor of 10 better than manufac-

turer specifications.

4. Conclusions

Cobra-Tac navigation data from tests at Conch Reef,

Florida, had an obvious directional bias that was greater

than the error expected from manufacturer specifica-

tions. Systematic field tests showed that the DVL speed

measurements were accurate but that positional error

could be as large as 5% of the track length due to direc-

tionally dependent compass error. Navigation errors of

this magnitude could result in not finding an instrument

after a long swim in low visibility, or large errors in maps

or surveys. Much of this error can be attributed to the

presence of ferromagnetic material at a field site, and the

tests and analyses developed herein illustrate the im-

portance of obtaining a compass calibration that mimics

field conditions as closely as possible. A postprocessing

procedure was derived, based on a one-cycle compass er-

ror model, to correct Cobra-Tac positions. The correction

coefficients differed between clockwise (CW) and coun-

terclockwise (CC) test paths. A general correction based

on the average of CW and CC coefficients improved po-

sition measurements to within about 1% of the track

length, significantly better than manufacturer specifica-

tions. The difference between heading-dependent compass

errors for CW and CC paths was shown to be associated

with nonzero instrument tilt in the direction of motion.

Thus, operator skill is important for obtaining good nav-

igation data from a Cobra-Tac.

The results suggest that before using a Cobra-Tac to

make position measurements it is useful to obtain an in

situ dataset consisting of repeated circular swims in a

CW path followed by repeated circular swims in CC path.

These data can then be used for postdeployment un-

certainty analysis (to assess uncertainty associated with

bottom topography and diver skill) and postdeployment

position correction to account for local magnetic fields

that are not present during predeployment compass cal-

ibration. The correction is straightforward to implement

and uses only information that is recorded internally

during normal operation of the instrument. Because the

correction is a postprocessing step, it will improve the

capability of Cobra-Tac for many scientific applications

(e.g., mapping). However, it cannot be used to correct

positions displayed by the instrument in real time.

In response to the initial tests, Teledyne RD Instru-

ments provided a new firmware version that allowed in

situ underwater field calibration of the compass by a

diver. Tests using the new firmware indicate that with

in situ compass calibration, the error in Cobra-Tac po-

sition measurements is about 1% of the pathlength, well

within manufacturer specifications. This level of accu-

racy should be sufficient for a wide range of scientific

applications.
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